
Sunny Daze Lawn Care- Lawn Cutting & Garden Maintenance - Cranbrook

Essential Garden Tools

Picking the right garden tools is important to make your garden maintenance experience a lot
less stressful. You have to invest in the quality of lawn cutting and garden maintenance tools
and a proper place and storage for each.

Here are are some key tools required to guarantee an amazing and stress-free gardening
experience:

Rake
A hand rake is primarily used for loosening top soil and clean up dirt or dried leaves. This is
the tool that every gardener should have to make sure lawn cutting and garden
maintenance easier and less stressful.

Garden Hose
A garden hose serves multiple purposes like watering your plants or even wash your car.
Make sure you purchase hose with adequate thickness and durable.

Shovels
Shovels can make digging soil easier for you. You can also use it for scooping, digging and
shoveling of soild or dirt.

Garden Fork
Garden Fork is needed to maintain larger garden to move large bales of dirt or grass.

Pruning Saws
This is definitely a grden tool you want to keep in your tool shef to trim shrubs and trees. It
comes in different sizes for various purposes.

Hand Trowels
This hand tool is very useful and most basic tool used for weeding and cultivation.



Pruning shears
Also called hand prunes needed for cutting and trimming of any unwanted branches and
weeds.

You have to keep in mind that it these tools should be kept clean, sanitised and kept dry
after every use. Observe proper maintenance to keep your tools function effectively.

Call Sunny Daze Lawn Care for expert advice in maintaining your garden and lawn

at 0467 555 520.
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